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Session 1. Digital Economy 数字经济: 

Sharing Economy 分享经济
Cybersecurity 网络安全
Fintech 金融科技
Cross-Border Transaction 跨境交易

A key feature of the One Belt One Route initiative is the addition of a digital Silk Road. In
practice, the policy areas of OBOR are intertwined; they include the building of physical

and digital infrastructures, the physical and online trading of goods, and the integration
of banking systems through fintech. A pressing issue is how cybersecurity fares against a
sea change in all areas of the traditional and digital economies. For instance, the
cyberattacks in 2007 on the digitally-advanced Estonia shows that higher connectivity
also increases vulnerability. What do these operational transformations mean for
governance, and vice versa, in terms of international and multilateral collaboration on
cybersecurity issues?

The consumer populations along the OBOR routes that now have access to the Internet
and engage in e-commerce are rapidly growing. With unrestricted, easier, and faster
access to products and services across national borders, the existing legal and regulatory
frameworks need to adapt to the requirements of e-commerce. For example, what are
the recent developments in innovative, third-party methods of payment, currently being
piloted or already in use in different OBOR regions? Are national policy measures or

international instruments being developed and put into practice in OBOR jurisdictions to
help build consumer trust in e-commerce?
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Session 2. Legal Infrastructure 法律基奠: 

OBOR Legal and Regulatory Framework 法律与监管基础框架
Judicial Cooperation and Practices 司法合作与实践
Dispute Resolution: Forms and Processes 纠纷解决的形式与程序

The variety and diversity of constitutional, legal, and regulatory systems among the member
nations of OBOR present major issues for international coordination, consistency, and
cooperation. Some developing countries do not have a sufficiently developed or robust
constitutional, legal, and regulatory infrastructure; others are likely to be incomplete and
untested as suitable for the levels of coordination required if OBOR is to succeed. Hong Kong
Justice Secretary Rimsky Yuen has commented on why it is necessary to overcome this
obstacle: “The joint efforts of providing robust legal services to the Belt and Road economies
will contribute to the building of a transnational legal order, which will in turn promote the rule
of law at the international level, and thus ultimately contribute to human advancement.”

As OBOR significantly increases the volume of cross border transactions following
developments in e-commerce, migration, and tourism, the issue of cross-border redress has
come to the fore. While difficulties in resolving cross-border disputes have inhibited cross-
border transactions for some years now, China is undergoing a major reform in Consumer
Protection Law with consumer redress being a top priority. Although China is anchoring its
hopes on introducing Class Action into the law to remedy deficient consumer-redress
mechanisms, its suitability for the task is not yet known. For example, the EU is of the view that
Class Action is not effective in redressing consumer grievances in most cases, whereas ADR
provides a more promising approach. What are some of the innovative mechanisms and best
practice currently employed by other legal systems in dealing with consumer disputes?
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Session 3. Consumer Protection 消费者保护:

UN Guideline of Consumer Protection and OBOR 联合国消费者保护纲要与一带
一路
Consumer Beyond Boundaries 跨境消费者保护
Consumer in the New Economy 新经济形式中的消费者
Best Practice of Consumer Redress 最佳消费者救济实践

The OBOR initiative must confront the problems created by cross-border consumer-
protection. For example, how are we to understand justice for the consumer, and by
what means can this be achieved? The United Nations Guidelines on Consumer
Protection of 2015 (Guidelines 2015) provides an advanced global standard on
consumer protection for the purpose of delivering justice to every consumer. As
countries along the OBOR routes have adopted various interpretations and practices, it

is important to apply Guidelines 2015 as a common understanding, aimed at
harmonising the enormous diversity through international cooperation. This would be a
major step towards adequate delivery of justice. How can we best establish best
practice to assist with the implementation of Guidelines 2015?
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Session 4. Trade, Finance and Investment: Risks and Opportunities

贸易、金融与投资: 风险与机遇

*Content and Speakers of the session to be confirmed in due course.
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Session 5. OBOR Soft Dynamic: Culture Heritage Protection and the 
Movement of Arts and Media

一带一路软动力: 文化财产保护，艺术与传媒的交流互通

According to China’s official narrative, five major goals sit within the OBOR initiative:

policy coordination; facility connectivity; unimpeded trade; financial integration; and

people to people bonds （政策沟通、设施联通、贸易畅通、资金融通、民心相通）. This
session will mainly focus on the last goal—people to people bonds, or the cultural
aspect of the initiative.

This session aims to look into the practices and impact of heritage preservation and
cultural exchange along the ancient and modern Silk Road (both governmental and

non-governmental); investigate the ways of promoting or the barriers (e.g., cultural
policy and different values) affecting cultural trade between China and other
participating countries; explore how communication about the OBOR Initiative (e.g.,
media coverage, commentaries, narratives) influence people’s understanding and
perception of the initiative; and other relevant issues. Based on these objectives, this
session will mainly cover the following topics:

• Heritage preservation
• Cultural exchange
• Cultural trade
• Global communication
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Session 6. Science: New Horizon
The exchange and free movement of knowledge and practice in the fields 

of general science and medical science; empowering OBOR

科技: 新空间
科技与医学的交流与自由流动;赋权予一带一路

*Content and Speakers of the session to be confirmed in due course.
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Session 7. Sustainability: Water, Energy, and the Environment

可持续性: 水，能源与环境

*Content and Speakers of the session to be confirmed in due course.


